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SATURDAY, MAY 19, 2012
$150
830-6161

ALL CONTESTANTS MUST BE REGISTERED BY 7:00 PM FRIDAY MAY 18.

NICK'S REDFISH ROUND-UP
MAY 19, 2012
ENTRY FEES $150.00 per Team
Contestants/Teams may enter up to the day before the event. Teams must consist of only two (2) people.
All Contestants Must be registered by 7:00 PM Friday May 18, 2012
.
PAY OUT $5000.00 to top 3 places. Payout based on a 40 team minimum.

1st Place - $3000.00 2nd Place $1500.00 3rd Place $500.00
Smallest Three-Pay out - $300.00
Spots Division-Pay out- $300.00
Mystery Weight-Pay out-$300.00
Each team entered in the tournament is eligible to compete in each division.
Payout based on a 40 team minimum. Payout is one place per division.

Smallest Three- - Three legal redfish that have the lightest total weight.
Spots Division- Each team selects one redfish of their possible (3) three with the most spots. Scoring is based on total spot count
on the entire fish.

Mystery Weight- Must have (3) three legal redfish that have a total weight of TBA pounds or closest thereof.
STARTING TIME & POINT- Starting time will be at daybreak on May 19, 2012. This is a no boundary tournament. Contestants may
leave from their desired location.
RULES This is a team tournament. Both team members must be present and checked in at weigh-in. Weigh in times will be from
3:00pm to 6:00pm. Any team not checked in by 6:00pm will be disqualified. Weigh-in will be at Nick's Seafood Restaurant. Fish
must be alive and in good condition upon weigh-in. Teams may weigh-in one fish at a time: however, all weigh-ins are final. (Three
(3) fish maximum per team and no culling on the scale.) Dead fish will receive a one pound deduction upon being scored (Per
Fish). Any alteration and /or tampering of weight or size of redfish is strictly prohibited and will result in immediate disqualification
from tournament as well as permanent disqualification in future tournaments. Any fish that appears to have been penned,
mangled, mauled, mashed, or otherwise altered will not be scored. Each team may only have the tournament limit of three (3)
redfish in their possession at any time during the tournament. Redfish will be measured with a closed mouth and pinched tail and
must be between 18"- 27". All contestants must follow the laws of the Florida Wildlife Commission.
GEAR/FISHING METHODS Hook and line, live or artificial bait only; cast nets or entanglement nets are prohibited. Anglers may fish
with or without a boat. Wade fishing, pier fishing, and beach fishing is permitted.
SCORING The team score will be the total weight of three (3) redfish weighed in individually. Redfish must be between 18"-27"
long. Bring fish alive to the scale. Dead fish will receive a one pound deduction per fish upon weigh-in.
TIES In the event of a tie, the team that has the earliest official weigh-in time takes precedence. In the case of multiple weigh-ins,
the official weigh-in time for the team will be their latest weigh-in time.
CANCELLATION The tournament director may cancel or postpone the tournament at anytime for any reason including but not
limited to inclement weather (if the tournament is canceled registered teams will have the entry fees refunded. Weather concerns
should be addressed to Trey Nick at 850-835-2222 or 850-830-6161.

